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Schroeder Valves has developed a

new automatic recirculation valve

for high and very high pressures.

To to ensure the highest degree of

quality and functionatity, the com-

pany is cunently constructing a test

stand for pressures up to 4oo bar.

Schroeder VaLves has devel-

oped a new automatic recircutation

vatve for high and extremely high

pressures, which also works reli-

ably under highly ftuctuating load

conditions: the SHP-series auto-

matic recirculation valve. With the

innovation, the specialist in pump

protection vatves is responding to

the requirements of its customers,

primarily from the field of power

ptant and plant construction and the

offshore industry.

"The 5HP takes the generaI

development of higher pressures

and temperatures and the in-

creased energy-efficiency require-

ments into account," explained

Axel Mücher, managing partner

at Schroeder Valves. 'Alongside

this, the changing way in which

ptants work was atso taken into

consideraiion in the development

of the SHP. Special load sequence

power ptants, such as modern com-

bined cycle power plants and coal-

fired power plants, are operated at

partia[ load for a large proportion

of their operating time, on account

of the increasing high proportion of
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regenerative energy generation and

highly fluctuating load conditions."

The SHP is the ideal minimum

ftow device for these conditions:

Thanks to mutti-stage pressure re-

lease control over the entire mini-

mum quantity range, wear is mini-

m ised - even i n th e case of long-term

pariiaI load operation. The particu-

[arly wear-critical area near to the

bypass closing point in the bypass is

automatically overdriven by the con-

trol characteristics, without the range

of movement of the equipment being

limited. The shut-off for the bypass

function and the pressure reduc-

tion function are clearly separated

in terms of location. Furthermore,

the shut-off element for the bypass

has no throttle function whatsoever.

Thus, the seal of the bypass is not

affected shouLd limited wear occur to

the pressure-reducing components

during operating time. The radiation

of the sealing surfaces, which can

ultimately lead to the total failure

of the sealing function, is safety

avoided. Furthermore, the seal seat

is located in the direction of flow,

upstream from the flow-reguLating

fittings and thus in the area of high

static pressure, and consequently

far removed from the cavity-suscep-

tible pressure level at the end of the

throttle section.

SchroederValves has each valve

undergo a 100 % pressure and func-

tionality testing prior to deLivery. To

ensure this also with the SHB the

company is currently adding to their

flow test center a test stand for pres-

sures up to 400 bar.

The SHP builds on exist-

ing Schroeder Valves

technotogy. The

company already

has years of op-

erationaI experience

with aLmost att of the

effective principles and as-

sembties used. As such this can

be considered'Proven Equipment'.

The individual system components

have simply been modified and in-

novatively combined, as such that

they enhance the dependable and

low-wear area of application of the

existing technology to meet the in-

creased requirements. Thus, the

new SHP-series automatic recircuLa-

tion valve enables and promotes the

energy-efficient operation of modern

power ptant facilities.
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The Schroeder High Pressure Valve

(SHP) is an automatic recirculation

valve for high and extremely high

pressures, which also works reliably

under highly ftuctuating load conditions. E
See more details in this video.


